Soviet researchers, especially late Academician Yuri Anatoliyich Ovchinnikov were the first to explore the potential of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) as a logic gate. Dr. Renugopalakrishnan’s many visits to the former Soviet Union and the close contacts with Academician Ovchinnikov were responsible for initiating research in bR at Harvard Medical School in 80’s and 90’s. Our initial focus was on thermal stabilization of bR [1,2] without losing its unique photochemistry by stabilizing the photointermediates and enhancing their life times. Due to the unprecedented thermal stability of the genetically engineered bR designed by rational site-directed mutagenesis with physical dimensions in the nanoscale, it is believed that the protein-based devices might become future data storage systems of choice as the aerial densities go beyond 10 Terabit/in² mark and has the potential to reach 50 Terabit/in². bR mutants developed in our laboratories (Renugopalakrishnan et al., 2003 [3]; Renugopalakrishnan et al., US Patents [4]) exhibit excellent physical and optical properties that make them ideal candidates for a storage material. Their naturally evolved properties, along with their genetically engineered variants, make them superior to any magnetic material used in present day memory devices. For example, the bR mutants with < 3 nm in dimension have demonstrated a long-term stability with a shelf life of 10 years at room temperature. In comparison, magnetic grains used in the best hard-drives today become highly unstable if the average grain size is reduced < 3 nm. Among other advantages of bR medium is its unprecedented recyclability and durability including resistance to microbial degradation. Finally, the bR media has demonstrated a faster time response, as compared to the magnetic disks, pico seconds range versus nano seconds range, respectively. The faster time response makes the bR media superior with respect to the data transfer rate. However, before the protein-based data storage can be finally implemented, suitable methods for immobilizing bR mutants on anchoring platforms including SW CNT (Tatke et al., ref. 5), protein on printed grids by microcontact printing, and mechanisms for writing and
reading information using Apertureless Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy (ASNOM) and its eventual miniaturization for consumer electronic applications are being investigated. Protein-lithography of bR on suitable anchoring platforms and mechanisms of writing and reading from the protein-based media, subject of a major US European joint research effort, will be discussed.
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